More. Easier. Faster
With updated performance and recovery capabilities
DVR Examiner is the software of choice for thousands of Law Enforcement Agencies, Forensic Examiners and
Investigators around the world. Recover video and metadata evidence from DVR surveillance systems in a
forensically sound manner. Save time and money by recovering directly from the DVR, bypassing passwords.

MORE

EASIER

More data sources. Need to
examine data from more than
one DVR? DVR Examiner can
scan, preview and save data from
multiple sources under a single
case.

Easier to use. DVR Examiner’s
interactive user interface makes
finding what you need intuitively
easier, allowing you to quickly add
locations, devices, and sources.

Faster performance. DVR
Examiner’s scans deliver results
up to 3 times faster than the time
it currently takes to detect and
scan a drive.

Easier Clip List layout. DVR
Examiner’s Clip List allows you to
take full advantage of supporting
multiple sources. View one or
multiple sources all at once, apply
filters, sort and search for the clips
you need.

Faster Clip Review. Nearly
instantaneous clip sorting and
filtering, allows you to sort
through clips from multiple
sources faster than ever before.

More filesystems. The list of DVR
filesystems is growing all the time.
DVR Examiner includes support
for highly requested filesystems,
and we continue to add more
to what is already the industry’s
largest library of access in future
releases.
More options and tools. DVR
Examiner’s application and user
settings give you more control
over your case data and allowing
for more customization.

Easier Case Management. Create
an entire case file around your
source data; add case and incident
details, location, devices, and sources.

FASTER

Faster Time to Evidence. The
multiple source features allows
you to examine all available case
data in a single case, rather than
having to start a new case for each
source.

“The whole program has been such a game-changer, going from reverse engineering to trying to get the DVR to work.
I don’t even go through the menu of the DVR, I just pull the drive and let DVR Examiner do all the work. DVR Examiner has
been leading the way, that’s for sure. It’s really astonishing to most agencies when they spend weeks on a DVR and we
plug it into DVR Examiner, and there you go! ” -Roger Cain, Digital Forensics Supervisor

Discover all the recoverable video evidence and metadata of your crime scene and its surrounding area.
Try DVR Examiner free for 30 days at dmeforensics.com/freetrial

Key Features
Export and Recover Video
DVR Examiner offers a forensically safe option for surveillance DVR
data recovery; Queue exports of native or open video and save time
with the included export report.
Direct Hard Drive Access
By accessing the DVR hard drive (or forensic image) directly, DVR
Examiner can identify and recover video significantly faster than
manually exporting individual clips from the DVR itself.

Interactive User Interface

Multiple Sources
Recover video from Physical Hard Disks, E01 Image Files, Raw (dd)
Images and any other mounted image format.
Bypass Paswords
By accessing the surveillance DVR hard drive directly, DVR Examiner
is able to bypass any system passwords and recover data from nonfunctioning systems.
Inaccessible Video
On supported systems, DVR Examiner can recover video that is no
longer accessible to the DVR; This allows you to recover formatted,
deleted, or partially overwritten video.

Multiple Source Case Management.

Burnt or Damaged DVR
By working with the DVR hard drive directly, DVR examiner can
recover video from non-functioning DVR systems.
Data / Date Correction
Is the DVR showing an incorrect date or time? Use the simple offset
configuration options and let DVR Examiner correct the times for you.
Options and Tools.
Multiple Formats
Looking to export both playable AVIs and native files? Save time by
exporting both formats at the same time.
Detailed Reporting
Save time and stop taking notes of every clip you export; DVR
Examiner includes a suite of detailed and configurable reports.

“When we got DVR Examiner 3.0, I was so excited because it’s fantastic!
This is a great improvement; It was an intuitive transition from 2.9 to 3.0”

Clip Preview

- Craig Janson, Forensic Imaging Technician, Lakewood Police Department

Schedule a demo with our sales team, to learn how DVR Examiner can save you and your agency
time and money! dmeforensics.com/demo
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